
SUMMER 2019 COLLECTION



This summer Kobe introduces a range of 100% flame retardant fabrics suitable for both contract and domestic usage. These 
fabrics are the essentials for all interior professionals and can be easily used for every interior style. The collection includes, 
3 room-high curtains, a sheer and 3 velvets suitable for both curtains and upholstery. All fabrics have great drape and easy 
care qualities. 

ESSENTIALS FR



MASTERLY 295 CM



MASTERLY CS 295 CM

Masterly is a 100% Trevira CS room-high 
curtain woven in dobby. It is woven with cross 
slub and textured double panama construction 
giving the fabric a matte, natural linen look and 
feel. 

Masterly is soft and drapes easily. It is available 
in 25 colour-ways, including both the natural 
basics and the latest trend colours.

Composition: 100% Trevira CS
Number of Colours: 25





MEMORIES FR 300 CM



MEMORIES FR 300 CM

Memories features an all-over graphical 
checked pattern layered with a natural stone 
look, giving a special effect on the fabric. It is 
woven in Jacquard with coloured 100% FR 
yarns in a combination of binding techniques 
that creates the pattern and the contrasts and 
three dimensional depth. 

A chic metallic sheen adds to the look. 
Memories is room-high and drapes good. It is 
available in 8 colours including earth, clay 
tones and complementing dark blue, aqua and 
trendy tangerine tones.

Composition: 100% Polyester FR
Number of Colours: 8





ZINGANA FR 300 CM



ZINGANA FR 300 CM

Zingana is room-high and woven in dobby with 
100% FR yarns creating a small scaled diamond 
shaped all-over pattern. During the dyeing 
process due to the use of cationic yarns 
textured tone on tone effect is created. 

Zingana has a beautiful interplay of matte and 
shine giving an extra depth to the colours. It is 
soft, supple and drapes great. It is available in 
14 colours.

Composition: 100% Polyester FR
Number of Colours: 14





CRAFT CS 300 CM



CRAFT CS 300 CM

Craft is a yarn-dyed 100% Trevira CS sheer woven in 
dobby with a twill binding. Irregular slubbed yarn in 
the bindings and the two-toned colour effect give this 
fabric its natural charm. It has a naturally soft touch 
and drapes great. 

Craft is available in 13 colours including shades of blue, 
purple and coral. 

Composition: 100% Trevira CS
Number of colours: 13





TOUR FR



TOUR FR

Tour is a cut-pile plain velvet double woven in 
dobby with short pile. It is inherent flame 
retardant and has a matte look. 

Tour can be used as both curtain and 
upholstery. It has achieved more than 100.000 
Martindale rubs. It is available in 33 colours. 

It is the coordinating plain for patterns Cruise 
FR and Guide FR.

Composition: 100% Polyester FR
No. of colours: 33
Martindale: 100.000



CRUISE FR & GUIDE FR



CRUISE FR

Cruise is a cut-pile velvet woven in jacquard 
with a geometrical all over pattern. 

It is inherent flame retardant and has a tone-
on-tone colour effect on the woven patterns 
creating a three dimensional look. Cruise can 
be used as both curtain and upholstery. 

It has achieved 100.000 Martindale rubs. It is 
available in 12 colours. Tour FR is the matching 
plain for this fabric.

Composition: 100% Polyester FR
No. of colours: 12
Martindale: 100.000



GUIDE FR

Guide is a cut-pile velvet woven in jacquard. A 
small scaled geometrical pattern is created 
with cross-dye technique. 

The fabric has a matte-shine effect and tone-
on-tone colours. Guide can be used as both 
curtain and upholstery. 

It has achieved 100.000 Martindale rubs. It is 
available in 12 colours. Tour FR is the matching 
plain for this fabric.

Composition: 100% Polyester FR
No. of colours: 12
Martindale: 100.000



ANIMAL PRINTS



BASOO

Basoo velvet features an allover leopard-skin pattern, 
woven in jacquard with a soft short pile.

It can be used as both upholstery and curtain. It has 
achieved 50.000 Martindale Rubs and can be treated 
for Contract usage.

Basoo is available in 7 on-trend colours.

Composition: 70% Polyester, 30% Viscose 
Pile: 54% Polyester, 46% Viscose

No. of colours: 9



MALAWI

Malawi velvet is woven in jacquard and features zebra-
skin pattern. It can be used as both curtains and 
upholstery.
It has achieved 50.000 Martindale rubs and can be 
treated for Contract usage.

Malawi is available in 7 colours, coordinating with 
Basoo.

Composition: 73% Polyester, 27% Viscose
Pile: 58% Polyester, 42% Viscose

No. of colours: 9




